The present paper documents the CFD code validation activity carried out at the University of Pisa. In particular, the ANSYS CFX-10.0 code was used to simulate one of the experiments conducted at the ROCOM mixing test facility (FZD, Germany), that reproduced the injection of a de-borated slug in one cold leg of a pressurized water reactor (simulated by a salt tracer) with all circulation pumps at steady-state operation. The calculations were run on several grids obtained through different meshing strategies and having different sizes. The numerical results, in terms of normalized concentration of the transported passive scalar in the downcomer and at the core inlet, were compared against corresponding values obtained through experimental measurements of electrical conductivity in the ROCOM facility. Such comparison resulted in a general good qualitative agreement between simulations and experiments, while some discrepancies were evidenced from a quantitative point of view.
Introduction
In the safety analysis of nuclear reactors, a number of scenarios have to be addressed in which a safety-relevant role is played by the space and time distribution of primary coolant physical and/or thermodynamic properties, such as temperature, density, concentration of additives etc. For example, transients have to be analyzed which are featured by a perturbation of the coolant properties at the reactor core inlet, since such a perturbation can introduce a positive reactivity and determine a rapid power excursion, potentially leading to core damage. Those transients include the so-called boron dilution scenarios in Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR), leading to a reduction in the boron concentration at the core inlet, and Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) accidents in PWRs, leading to an overcooling in the interested loop, and thus to relatively cold water reaching the core inlet.
Another typical problem related to the distribution of coolant properties, is whether an Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) injection following a Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (SB-LOCA) may lead or not to a Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) scenario, due to the relatively cold injected water being not sufficiently mixed with the water already present in the cold legs.
The above mentioned scenarios are all characterized by the relevance of the turbulent mixing. In fact, the mixing between coolant flows with different properties has a mitigating effect, both when boron concentration or temperature distribution at core inlet are
ROCOM Experiments

The ROCOM Test Facility
The ROCOM (Rossendorf Coolant Mixing Model) test facility is a 1/5 scaled model of the primary circuit of a Konvoi-type PWR reactor. It was built by FZD with the purpose of investigating the coolant mixing phenomena occurring in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) of a PWR, and to provide experimental data for CFD code validation. Experiments can be conducted on the facility, which represent typical operation or accidental scenarios involving transport and mixing of a scalar, such as temperature and/or boron concentration. The scalar is simulated by a salt tracer (sodium chloride), whose concentration is indirectly obtained through electrical conductivity measurements. Several conductivity sensors are present inside the ROCOM vessel providing detailed information on time and space distribution of the tracer during the performed test. The salt tracer allows simulating scenarios in which the transported scalar has no feedback on the flow in terms of density (and thus buoyancy effects), i.e. when the maximum boron concentrations or the temperature differences yield relatively small density variations. In such conditions the transport equations for boron concentration and for temperature (and for any other "passive" scalar) are formally identical and have the same non-dimensional solutions. From a physical point of view, the mixing of temperature and the mixing of boron concentration are governed by the same processes and turbulent exchange mechanisms. The effect of molecular diffusion of the coolant properties can be neglected, since in the facility, as well as in the real plant, the Reynolds numbers are sufficiently high to yield fully turbulent flows, even when the facility is operated at low regimes so as to reproduce natural circulation conditions. Moreover, ROCOM can also be used to study scenarios in presence of density effects, introduced through the injection of either alcohol or glucose, together with the use of salt tracer.
The ROCOM facility is made of the following parts:
• A model of the RPV with four inlet and four outlet nozzles • Four circulation pumps, driven by computer-controlled frequency motors • Four "cold legs" connecting the pumps to the vessel • Four steam generators simulators (only primary side, just to account for the volume)
• Four "hot legs" connecting the vessel to the steam generators simulators • Auxiliary components for the tracer storage and injection A sketch of the facility layout is shown in Fig. 1 . Descriptions of the facility and of its equipments can be easily found in the literature (2) (3) .
Fig. 1 Sketch of ROCOM facility layout
The RPV model contains the following internals:
• The barrel, which separates the downcomer region from the core region. It is simply a cylinder, going from the upper cover plate to the lower support plate. It has four holes to allow the coolant exiting from the core to enter the outlet nozzles.
• The core support plate, which is connected to the lower edge of the barrel, and distributes the coolant flow over the 193 core channels. It has a relatively complex geometry, which determines a high concentrated pressure loss at the core inlet so that pressure equalization and an almost uniform mass flow rate distribution though the core channels are achieved.
• The core simulator, made of 193 aluminium tubes (30 mm inner diameter), which has the purpose of simulating the core flow resistance. The outlet of the core simulator is connected with the upper plenum, which does not contain any internals.
• The perforated drum (or sieve drum), which is a cylinder with around 410 small holes (15 mm diameter), located in the lower plenum, just below the core support plate. It has the purpose of enhancing the coolant mixing in the lower plenum and to equalize the mass flow distribution through the core channels. All the above listed internals, except for the core simulator, are made of Plexiglas. Each of the four circulation loops is equipped with a pump whose speed is individually controlled by a frequency transformer. Each loop can be isolated by a gate valve located at the outlet of the corresponding pump. The aforementioned steam generator simulators are simply cylindrical tanks, having the same (scaled) volume of the original steam generators. The one connected to loop #4 is open to the atmosphere so as to allow pressure equalization. The ratio between vessel volume and loops volume is the same in the facility as in the real plant, in order to assure the same travelling times.
The facility is equipped with the following auxiliary systems:
• Two tanks for pure and waste water respectively • Pumps for water supply system and cleaning system • Ion exchanger for water cleaning • Injection system for introduction of salted water in loop #1 inlet nozzle, including two computer-controlled pneumatic valves
• Mixing device at tracer injection location, permitting to obtain an almost uniform distribution of injected tracer over the nozzle cross section. The local tracer concentration is derived from measurements of the electrical conductivity of the fluid (after obtaining proper calibration curves). The conductivity is measured by the so-called wire mesh sensors designed by the FZD experts. The sensor is a mesh of crossing conducting wires that form an electrode at each crossing point, where a local and instantaneous conductivity measurement is achieved by sending rapid voltage signals to the wires. A special data acquisition system registers the electrical currents for each measuring point and stores them on a PC with a measuring frequency up to 300 Hz. In most performed experiments, data have been acquired with a frequency of 200 Hz, and time-averaging has been performed each 10 successive measurements before storing the data, thus obtaining a n effective measurement frequency of 20 Hz.
The facility is equipped with wire mesh sensors at the following locations ( Fig. 2 It is made of a 16x16 mesh of wires. 216 of the 256 measuring positions do fall inside the nozzle cross section area. This sensor permits to control the injection of a tracer slug into the reactor model, and provides maximum concentration values for normalization. The annular downcomer sensors (b) and (d) are located in the upper part of the downcomer (just below the downcomer diameter variation) and in the lower part (at the connection between downcomer and spherical bottom) respectively. Each of them has 4 radial and 64 azimuthal measuring positions, for a total of 256 measuring points. The downcomer sensor (c) has been recently installed in the facility, and was not yet available when the experiments addressed in the present paper were conducted. It is located over the whole downcomer length and has 1 radial, and several angular and axial measuring positions. The core inlet sensor (e) is integrated in the lower support plate and has 193 measuring points.
When a ROCOM experiment is conducted to reproduce a boron dilution scenario, the injection of salted water is used to simulate the perturbed coolant (i.e. the coolant with low or no boron concentration), while the clear (i.e. without salt) water already present in the loops simulates the normally borated water in the real reactor. The measured values are normalized with respect to the values of conductivity that characterize the "clear water" and the "salted water", by defining a scalar quantity named the mixing scalar (MS in the following) and defined by Eq. (1). where σ, T and C indicate the conductivity, the temperature and the boron concentration respectively, while the sub-scripts 0 and 1 correspond to the unaffected water and the water subjected to the perturbation. 
The Simulated Experiment
Both "slug mixing experiments" and "buoyancy driven mixing experiments" have been conducted at the ROCOM test facility. The one addressed in the present paper belongs to the former type. Such kind of experiments were aimed at investigating the flow mixing in presence of a deborated water slug and various combinations of flow rates in the loops, according to postulated boron dilution scenarios, and assuming that no density effect is present (that is the mixing is momentum-driven). Those experiments are performed using sodium chloride as a tracer, without any other additive. They are either steady-state or transient as regards the pumps operation. Steady-state tests consist in running symmetrically the four pumps at constant speed (the nominal speed, or a fraction of it), and injecting the tracer solution into on loop (usually #1) for a certain time period. Transient tests consist in starting up one or more pumps and varying its (or their) speed until the target mass flow rate is reached; furthermore, during a certain time period within this transient the tracer solution is injected so as to simulate the entrance of a deborated slug into the reactor.
The simulated experiment is a steady-state test, and is identified as ROCOM_STAT_02. It was conducted with the four pumps running at 25 % of nominal speed (i.e. 46.25 m 3 /h mass flow rate per loop), and injecting the tracer for 35 s. Figure 3 shows the time history of the cross-section averaged MS as measured at inlet nozzle sensor, along with the maximum and the minimum values. The tracer concentration is thus not perfectly uniform over the nozzle cross section (despite the use of the mixing device), and maximum deviations are in the range -/+ 15%. The Figure also shows a new increase in the measured MS after 45 s from the beginning of the test: this is because the tracer has gone through the whole circuit and enters the vessel for the second time.
Five realizations of this experiment were performed, and the time histories of the measured MS at each measuring position were averaged, so as to filter the effect of the turbulent fluctuations. The maximum reference conductivity value needed for the non-dimensionalisation (i.e. to calculate the MS) is derived from the space-averaged plateau-averaged 1 value at inlet nozzle sensor (for the steady-state experiments), or from the maximum in time space-averaged value at inlet nozzle sensor (for the transient experiments). The available experimental data include the time-dependent MS at each measuring point of each sensor, with a time step of 0.05 s (i.e. 20 Hz frequency).
CFD Simulations
Computational Grids
Several computational grids were prepared for the CFD simulations of ROCOM experiments. The meshing tool used is ANSYS ICEM 10.0 (4) .
Since the considered experiments and the related CFD calculations focus on the mixing phenomena occurring inside the reactor vessel, whereas no attention is paid to the flow phenomena in the other parts of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) such as cold and hot legs, circulation pumps, and so on), the selected computational domain includes only the following parts of the ROCOM facility: • downcomer (DC) (including 4 inlet nozzles)
• lower plenum (LP)
• core simulator (CS)
• upper plenum (UP)
In order to solve some issue related to managing large files, and to allow easy creation of "hybrid" meshes (i.e. grids having parts meshes with different types of elements, such as hexahedra and tetrahedra), these four parts were modelled and meshed separately and then assembled in a single domain (shown in Fig. 4) , connected in CFX-10.0 by means of General Grid Interfaces (GGI) (5) .
A quarter 2 of the DC was modelled according to the real geometry of ROCOM without any simplification. In particular, the diameter variations both in the inlet nozzle and in the DC were taken into account, as well as the fillet radius in the connection between nozzle and DC, which was shown by preliminary CFD studies to sensibly affect the mass flow distribution in the DC. The LP sub-domain is defined by: the interface with DC part, the inner surface of the vessel bottom, the side and lower surfaces of the support plate, and the boundaries of the perforated drum. The drum was modelled along with its 410 holes (15 mm diameter), as shown in Fig. 5 . The CS consists in 193 tubes connecting the LP to the UP. Its length has been extended downward so as to "replace" the complex geometry of the lower support plate with a simplified, tube-based geometry. This geometry simplification obviously affects the pressure losses that the flow encounters when crossing the plate. This was taken into account in the CFD simulations by defining additional pressure losses.
The UP has a straightforward geometry, since it is simply made of five cylinders (the plenum itself and the four outlet nozzles) and does not have any internals.
Some CFD investigations have shown that the flow velocity and pressure field that forms in ROCOM DC and LP is not sensibly affected by the CS and UP region, owing to the relatively high pressure losses encountered through the lower support plate. For this reason the complete model of ROCOM geometry can be simplifying by replacing CS and UP with a "reduced core" and a cylindrical outlet volume (see below).
Several grids of ROCOM were created, with the purpose of testing different mesh strategies, investigating the influence of some modelling assumptions and meshing choices on the CFD results, and finally assessing a general meshing strategy that can be conveniently applied when dealing with in-vessel mixing CFD analysis.
It has to be remarked that, as recommended by the ECORA Best Practice Guidelines (6) , a mesh should be proved to yield grid-independent results, and systematic mesh sensitivity analyses should be performed in order to achieve the grid-independence and to select the proper grid. However, when dealing with complex geometries (such as a nuclear RPV), it is quite usual that the limitations in available computing power (in terms of number of CPUs, computing-time that can be allocated, and amount of memory) do not allow to perform such expensive analyses and to utilize a sufficiently refined mesh. Due to the above reasons, the meshes used for the present study are "production meshes", i.e. they are relatively coarse, 2 The whole part can be easily obtained from two symmetry operations on a quarter. Journal 2008 and represent a compromise between accuracy and computing time in relation to the available computing power. A mesh strategy is usually based on the use of either hexahedral of tetrahedral elements. The use of hexahedra instead of tetrahedra usually allows to reduce the total number of cells (with the same characteristic cell-size) or to improve the numerical accuracy. Hexa-based grids can be created with ICEM following a block-structured meshing technique, whose application can be however quite a tough task when dealing with complex geometries. In this case following a tetra-based meshing approach may be much easier and less time-consuming. More details concerning these (and other) possible meshing strategies can be found in Ref. (7) . Three of the several grids created were used for the simulations described in this paper. Their main features are summarized in Table 1 . In all cases, around one half of the whole number of cells is present in the LP region, due to the presence of smaller scale geometric details. The DC grid was obtained using either hexa-meshing (A01, see Fig. 6 ) or tetra-meshing (A04, A07). In all cases the LP was meshed with tetrahedra ( Fig. 7) , because a hexa-meshing would be too difficult to achieve due to the geometric complexity. The LP of grid A07 has layers of prism elements to better comply with turbulent treatment at the walls. The CS region of grids A01 and A04 was obtained through axial extrusion of 2D meshes (triangles and quadrangles) of the tubes cross sections, thus generating prisms and hexahedra, and the UP was meshed with hexahedra. In grid A07 the CS is replaced by a "reduced core" meshed with prisms (extrusion of triangles), while a cylindrical outlet volume, meshed with tetrahedral, is present instead of the UP (Fig. 8) .
Grid
Simulations Set-up
The simulations were performed with the ANSYS CFX-10.0 package (CFX in the following), a general-purpose, commercial CFD code owned and developed by ANSYS Inc. The solver is based on a finite volumes -finite elements hybrid approach. More details on the code features and capabilities can be found on Ref. (5) .
The simulations were set-up taking into account the best practice for this kind of applications, and the achievements of the FLOMIX Project • Constant inlet velocity • Uniform inlet velocity profile (0.73 m/s, i.e. 25% of nominal mass flow rate)
• Pressure-controlled outlet boundary condition • Uniform inlet turbulent intensity profile (either 5% or 10%)
• MS injected into loop #1 inlet nozzle • Upwind discretization scheme for advection terms
The most significant simulations performed of the ROCOM_STAT_02 experiment are summarized in Table 2 . Their features are discussed hereafter.
In simulations #1 to #4 the computational domain represents the whole RPV up to the outlet nozzles (grids A01 and A04), while calculation #5 accounts for a partial RPV with a "reduced core" not including the whole CS and the UP (grid A07).
Each calculation (except for the first one) was initialized with the solution of a previous calculation, in order to accelerate the convergence. In order to do this, the old solution has to be loaded and, if the new grid is different from the old one, it has also to be adapted through an interpolation procedure. All this can be done automatically in the pre-processing. Comp. domain whole RPV with red. core
Turbulence model k-ε SST
Restart from -A01_case1 A01_case2 A01_case2
(with interp.) -
MS injection Continuous Slug
Inlet MS profile Uniform Non-uniform (with user function) Inlet turb. intensity 5 % 10 % 5 %
Equations solved
All MS only All Since in the addressed experiment the tracer injection lasts for a relatively long time period (i.e. 35 s), sufficient to establish a quasi-stationary concentration distribution in the vessel (during the so-called "plateau"), for calculations #1 to #4 the assumption was made that the injection is continuous, therefore the problem is considered as steady-state both in relation to velocity field and concentration as well. Thus all the field equations have been solved using a fully-implicit, very robust time-advancement scheme which is available in CFX for steady-state problems, where the time-step (that can be very large) is to be intended as an "accelerating parameter" rather than time advancement. The advantage in using this scheme is that the convergence can usually be reached in a relatively small number of iterations. Moreover, calculation #2, after being initialized with results of #1, was run solving only for the MS transport equation (and thus excluding the continuity, momentum balance and turbulent parameters transport equations). In other words, the flow field was kept "frozen". This helps sensibly reducing the computing time. On the other hand, calculation #5 was run using the transient CFX solver and MS boundary conditions were defined so as to simulate a slug injection rather than a continuous injection.
Despite the use of a mixing device (Section 2.1) the MS at injection is not perfectly uniform over the inlet nozzle cross section. This is evident from the measurements at inlet nozzle wire mesh sensor, showing spatial deviations in the range +/-15 % with respect to the mean value (Fig. 9) . In order to take this into account and to assess the related results sensitivity, most calculations were set-up with a non-uniform MS boundary condition at loop #1 inlet nozzle. This was done by means of a user-defined function that interpolates the experimental data (supplied by a text file). The resulting boundary profile is shown in Fig.9 .
Another difference between simulations #1 to #4 and #5 is that for the latter the SST turbulence model was used instead of the k-ε one. The inlet turbulent intensity was set either to 5 % or 10 %.
Moreover, additional pressure losses have been applied in order to compensate for the simplifying assumptions made in modelling the lower support plate. This has been done defining a momentum source term in the cells corresponding to the plate holes. Namely, the directional loss model available in CFX was chosen, with a loss coefficient of 85 m -1 in the stream wise direction, and a loss coefficient greater by a factor 10 in the transverse direction. Such model is based on the Darcy law, written in the following form:
where S i is a momentum source term and C R2 is the above loss coefficient. The value to such coefficient has been derived on the basis of available experimental information and CFD analyses on a detailed local model of the plate.
The purpose of the simulations was to calculate the local and instantaneous value of the MS, and then to compare it against the available experimental data. The following monitor points (also shown in Fig. 10) were defined for the MS, according to the geometric location and configuration of the wire mesh sensors:
• 256 Upper DC monitor points located in the upper part of the DC (4 radial and 64 azimuthal measuring positions) • 256 Lower DC monitor points located in the lower part of the DC (4 radial and 64 azimuthal measuring positions) • 193 Core Inlet monitor points, located in the centre of each tube of the core simulator All the calculations were run in parallel mode on an 8-CPU Linux-cluster, using pvm 
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protocol for message passing, and double precision round-off. CFX has an automatic partitioning algorithm (called MeTiS) that, in most cases, optimizes the job distribution and maximizes the parallel efficiency. This is used by default. However, in the present work a circumferential partitioning in eight parts was used instead of MeTiS, since it turned out to be more efficient for this specific case.
Results
The numerical results of the above discussed CFD simulations have been compared against the available experimental data. In particular, the results analysis focused on the MS distribution both in the downcomer and at the "core" inlet as well.
The results of calculations #1 to #4 are discussed first (i.e. steady-state simulations of continuous injection, and complete computational domain), while results of calculation #5 (transient simulation of slug injection, with reduced core) are presented later.
Results of Calculations #1 to #4
Since the addressed experiment involves symmetric and constant pumps operation, the resulting flow field in the RPV consists of four symmetric "flow sectors", each one corresponding to one loop. The flow entering the RPV from the four inlet nozzles first impinges against the barrel outer wall, so that complex local flow patterns develop in the inlet region. However the flow in the downcomer below the diffusion zone (diameter variation) is mainly directed downwards, as shown by the streamlines in Fig. 11a .
The downcomer flow is affected by turbulent mixing, which causes the MS field to diffuse in the transverse direction (i.e. azimuthally). This is shown by the plateau-averaged experimental data represented in Figs. 12 and 13. In particular, the first Figure shows the comparison of MS azimuthal profile in the upper part of the downcomer: the agreement looks quite good. Slightly worse results appear for case #1, and this is probably due to the use of a uniform inlet MS profile instead of a more realistic boundary condition such as that shown in Fig. 9 .
The agreement between numerical predictions and experiment becomes poorer in the lower part of the downcomer, as evident from Fig. 13 . The MS field experiences a relatively strong diffusion in the azimuthal direction, which "smears" the profile, while the spatial gradients predicted by the simulations keep steeper. As a consequence, the predicted maximum values are higher than experimental ones, and the MS perturbation does not sensibly interest the two adjacent sectors.
What stated above suggests that the code, despite the use of a first-order discretization scheme (i.e. "upwind") for the advection terms, yet underestimates the turbulent diffusivity (in other words, the effectiveness of turbulent mixing). The best results are those yielded by calculation #4: this can be explained with the use of tetrahedral elements in the DC grid (instead of hexahedra), which introduce higher numerical diffusion and thus partly 
Results of Calculation #5
This calculation differs from the previous ones since it simulated the actual tracer slug injection instead of a continuous injection. Moreover, it was run using the grid A07, i.e. with a computational domain that does not include the whole CS region and the UP, but rather accounts for the plate and a fictitious outlet volume ("reduced core"). Figures 15 and 16 show the numerical results related to the MS distribution in the downcomer at a given instant during the transient (within the "plateau" range), compared against the corresponding experimental profiles. As for the previous simulations, a satisfactory agreement is obtained in the upper part of the downcomer, while some underestimation of the turbulent mixing (i.e. of the MS spatial gradients) is revealed in the lower part (however, the predicted profile looks closer to the experimental one than in simulations #1 to #4).
As regards the MS profile at core inlet, a code-to-experiment comparison was made for several channels selected within the perturbed region. A few examples are shown in Fig. 17, Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 , according to the identification map in Fig. 20 .
As expected, a good agreement is observed for those channels interested by a "medium" perturbation (e.g. channel #53, Fig. 17 ), while the MS is overestimated in the middle of the perturbation (e.g. channel #16, Fig. 18 ) and underestimated at the periphery of the perturbation (e.g. channel #25, Fig. 19) . Figure  21 shows the comparison between experimental and calculated MS, at a given instant within the plateau, for the channels located in the periphery of the support plate. Again, the predicted perturbation results less diffused than in the experiment.
Along with local parameters like the MS at each measuring position, also "global" parameters need to be taken in to account to characterize the perturbation and the code-to-experiment agreement. Figure 22 shows, for instance, the time histories of the maximum and the space-averaged MS. As regards the average value, no discrepancy resulted, because it is an "integral" parameter relatively easy to estimate for the code. On the other hand, the maximum value is obviously affected by the same overestimation discussed above. 
Conclusions
The CFD code CFX was used for the simulation of a slug-mixing experiment conducted on the ROCOM test facility at FZD. International Projects had already addressed ROCOM experiments for code validation purposes. This work further contributes to the assessment of CFD code capabilities for the simulation of in-vessel mixing.
Several "production" meshes were developed, which could cope both with the relatively high geometric complexity of ROCOM vessel internals, and with computing power limitations as well.
Several parallel simulations were set-up and run, based on different meshing solutions, numerical options and modelling assumptions. Then the numerical results were compared against the experimental data, in terms of tracer concentration space and time distribution both in the downcomer and at the core inlet.
Qualitatively, the formation of the perturbed region in the downcomer and in the lower plenum was correctly predicted. Quantitatively, the code tends to predict steeper gradients of the concentration space profiles than in the experiment, thus the effectiveness of the turbulent mixing is generally under-predicted. The mixing underestimation appears in the DC (although it shows its effects mainly at the core inlet), and may be related to the limitations of the used 2-equation turbulence models in dealing with the high anisotropy of the turbulent structures. Slightly better results were achieved using a grid with tetrahedra in the DC, since the higher numerical diffusion tends to compensate the mixing under-prediction. Such mixing under-prediction had been observed also in several FLOMIX results. Further investigation on the sensitivity of mixing prediction on different turbulence modeling approaches is needed. In particular, special care should be taken in addressing the DC mixing, which should be separately assessed with respect to the LP mixing. More efforts should also be spent in achieving the grid convergence, as increased computing resources become available.
Although higher accuracy in prediction of turbulent mixing would certainly be desirable for "best-estimate" purposes, it is worth considering the "conservativeness" of the results obtained, since they predicted a less mitigating effect (with respect to the experiment) played by the turbulence mixing in the assumed accidental scenarios. Fig. 23 Comparison of MS at core inlet for some selected instants (15 s, 30 s and 40 s respectively)
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